Students Work
In Various Stores
During Vacation

"Les vacances sont finis" as the French so aptly put it and we, in English, reluctantly agree that vacation is over, but definitely. As in the parties, the extra (?) sleep, and New Year's eve, there are those few minutes which crown the medal of honor or somethin'. They worked!! Not many, mind you, but enough (I hope) to fill up a column for the C & W and also try to make the rest of us feel bitterly remorseful and bitterly bruised. What a task!

Priori's Employed Some

As the senior class is considered the zenith by these little seventh graders, we shall, for their sake, begin with the seniors. Most of the boys including Bill Bull, Scott Hamilton, Gene Abernethy, and Rosada Marston slaved diligently over the financial status of John G. Myers in the credit department. Joanne White, Clare McLaughlin, and Margaret Quinn, the chairman, said that unless they can be found soon, it will necessitate securing them from New York costumers. One sieve in the order of appearance is as follows: Mr. Appolpatos, Bill Bull; Eileen, Barbara Smith, Ruth, Betty Bates, Dick Grace; Wreck, Eugene St. Louis; Helen, Sally Duncan; Frank Lipencott, Bill McDaniel; Chick Clark, Dick Grace; Mrs. Wade, Nancy Woolfolk; Admirals, Jack Milton, Bill Newton, Ken Mosher; Mr. Baker, Phil Stoddard; Mrs. Sheppard, Dave Voehlen; The Woman, Eve Morgan; Brazilian Consul, Jack Underwood.

A report from the ticket committee headed by Carol Jacobs, disclosed that the sales are progressing favorably. Student tickets have now been issued and a new plan incorporated to stimulate sales. Each day a number will be drawn from the student tickets sold and the person holding this number will get his money back. "Buy your ticket early and maybe you'll be one of the lucky ones."

From the costume committee comes the complaint that unusual outfits are unavailable. Margaret Quinn, the chairman, said that unless they can be found soon, it will necessitate securing them from New York costumers. As for props, the individual players have been instructed to bring their own. The securing of other equipment is under the supervision of Peg Gallivan.

Get Well Quick

It seems like most everybody has been having more or less they??
Pass Your Paper Along

Some Milnites have kindly sent editions of the Crimson and White to the boys that are still stationed overseas. Maybe some people don’t realize exactly how much a school newspaper means to the boys away from home.

The meaning of a school publication to a world weary traveler was brought home in a letter received by the Editor concerning the Crimson and White. It was written by a Navy man stationed in Tokyo, Japan and said, ‘The December 15th edition of the Crimson and White arrived with a load of mail today. It was really interesting in more than one way. I guess maybe it is the fact that we still like to be a part of our former selves and reading something that meant the house was Phil and Ruth Welsh, Susie Camp and Scott Hamilton, Betty Smith, John Knox, Frankie Kirk, Sandy Duncan, Peg Gallivan, Don Christie, ‘Dune’, Dick Grace, Herbie and Dabo, Morgan St. Louis, Captain Danzig.

Rosada Marston was in Maine with ‘Harry’ over New Year’s. There’s a dance at the Albany Country Club December 29. Those who attended were Roscoe Weinberg, Sherman Kimbijiil, Rosana Kotzin, Herbie Applebee, Joan Dowling, Skippy Clapkin, Ruth Miskel.

Shirley Chaplin was back in the dear old city of Albany over the weekend and on the second floor of a building occupied themselves by going to the Trinity Dance.

Warren and Frankie F. J. U eled for a week during the holiday.

Gloria Edwards attended the CBA Formal.

Robert Tewell tried to blow up his house with his new Christmas tree. He didn’t succeed.

Syldey Herman, Louis Levine went to New York over vacation. Joel Levine got up at 3 o’clock Christmas morning but missed Santa Claus.

Alice Wilson and Nancy Lee Clark went to a formal at Siena.

See at the Playdium were Rosada Marston, Ray DeCicco, Charles ‘Ninny’, ‘Busie’, Barbara Bob, Pat Snyder, Laura Lea Paxton, Roger Woodward, Ethel Marlin, Joan Dowling, Skippy Clapkin, Ruth Miskel.

We are happy to hear of the engagements of Miss Marion Clancy and Lt. Edward J. Scully and Miss Evelyn Wells who is engaged to Selah Gordon of Amsterdam.

Senior Spotlight

This week in
SALLY DUNCAN

Jackie Ffeiffer and Sally Duncan

Jack crashed Milne in her junior year in a stunt famed ‘Blue Bambi’. In such a short time she has become well liked by all and everyone. In such a short time she was born in Buffalo, attended Riverside High School there for two years, and came to Albany in August, 1944.

Her current sailor tops Jack’s list of likes; some more are parties, dancing, sports in general, Tamaqua, New York City, and tender-benders. A few of her dislikes are certain sea-foods, A.K.’s, crowded buses and lack-seat drivers.

The man to have to be fairly tall, Vavy hair, blue eyes, (she thinks) goes by the name of Hiram and must be in the Navy.

Jack has had a very vivid past, such as wading in Alien Street at 4 a.m., unmentionables, long rides to Feuplegben (we’re still apologizing, Peg) and trying to fire a double-barrel shotgun (Brownian’s Pond is very wet).

J.P.’s favorite songs are “Let It Snow” and “It’s Been a Long, Long Time”.

Our gullible friend just screams out, “I can’t stand it” when anything unusual occurs, and the only other thing she says is “Hiram, Pulzezick!”

Dune was born in the Brady Maternity Hospital and it took her a long, long time to grow up, as she Semina remembers.

Remember her Buster Brown haircut in the seventh grade and how she protested against junior high students reading Drums Along the Miphawk? Now she promotes “Forever Amber”.

Dune loves week-ends and nights week-days. Also, Gallivan’s sun porch is a great place for F.J.U.

Sally’s ideal man must be a member of Theta-Nu. No 2’, brown wavy hair, blue eyes, and known by the name of ’Hubby’.

Her favorite song is “Symphony” but she doesn’t especially care what song it is as long as that certain piano player plays it.

She entered Sigma in her sophomore year and never goes to meetings.

Dune, (or niece Sally) is liked by all and doesn’t get in the way. Like Jackie, she bounces.
A fighting Cathedral team fought a losing battle, Tuesday, December 18, against the Milne Five when they lost 38 to 31 on Page Hall court.

With the addition of George Mccarg, the Cathedral-Dickelman-coached squad seemed to have a better spirit than that shown in their previous games. McCarg played the complete game and played well on the defensive. He can only play in non-league games because of his age.

The game started with Don Howard scoring on his own tip-off with Christie help. At the point, Cathedral bottled up the center position and Howard was held scoreless in the first quarter. Milne had grabbed a 12-5 lead.

The second was slow moving with neither team being able to pull away from his opposing team. The end of the first half showed Milne having a 15 to 11 advantage.

Cathedral started the third quarter by sinking three shots, giving them a 19 to 14 advantage. In this half of the first quarter, Milne had grabbed a 12-5 lead.

Scott Hamilton intercepted a pass and scored a layup shot at the beginning of the fourth quarter. Pete Hunting took advantage of weak, slow defense by scoring. The Milne squad was never again seriously troubled and won 38 to 31. High scorer was Howard with nine points, with Christie and Hunting each sinking eight points. However, the high scorer for the game was McCade with nineteen points.
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The Albany schools included in the American League are Christian Brothers Academy, Cathedral, Mechanicville, Albany Academy for Boys, and Albany High School. At the present time the leading school in this league is Vincentian followed by Albany High, C.B.A. and Academy.
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**Many Milnites**

And Ex’s Attend

Fifth Alumni Ball

The fifth Annual Alumni Ball was what everyone hoped it would be, a huge success. It was held in the Irvington YMCA on Wednesday, January 24th. The decorations were kept to the simple and tasteful, with mistletoe, both in prominent places. The decorations were kept to the simple and tasteful, with mistletoe, both in prominent places.

Many Milnites

Loomy Tunes

By FRANKIE

**Prince Valiant**

Moe is starred as blond Alleta. In that part no one could bea. To play Prince Valiant, Moe's hair is exact, but she's not as tall.

The Lone Ranger

Since David V. collects the dues on that part no one could beata'.

Poor Vollmer's now the Lone Ranger. He has a shape like Lard and he sure is a card.

But he sure is a card.

Blissfully became Mr. and Mrs.!

For the sake of laughs He's toujour merry

But he sure is a card

Students See Relics

The Lone Ranger

The Lone Ranger's shape is exact, but she's not as tall.

To play Prince Valiant, who'd give her all?

Becky's hair is exact, but she's not as tall.

The Lone Ranger

Since David V. collects the dues on that part no one could beata'.

Poor Vollmer's now the Lone Ranger. He has a shape like Lard and he sure is a card.

But he sure is a card.

Blissfully became Mr. and Mrs.!

For the sake of laughs He's toujour merry

But he sure is a card

Students See Relics

The Lone Ranger's shape is exact, but she's not as tall.

To play Prince Valiant, who'd give her all?

Becky's hair is exact, but she's not as tall.

The Lone Ranger

Since David V. collects the dues on that part no one could beata'.